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Day 3: NLP
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Webpage link
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https://bit.ly/iuaigood

https://bit.ly/iuaigood


ProcessingLanguageNatural

What does NLP stand for?

N L P



What is NLP?

When you think of NLP, who or what do you think of?
• NLP is the branch of AI that helps computers detect, 

understand, interpret, and manipulate human 
language in ways that are context aware.



But… How does it work?

- Different forms of analysis based on…
- Data (example: words)
- Structures (example: grammar)
- Meaning

- What can this mean? 
- “It’s only 68 degrees in here”



But… How does it work?

- Language is Data
- Word association

- the relationship 
between sentences, 
words or signs and 
their meaning



Let’s try it!

- Talk about your target word and the 
different meanings

- After you receive your word, begin 
building your word association map

- Make a cluster: 
- Draw lines to link words together if 

they are related
- Border your clusters:

- When you are finished, draw a shape 
around clusters that are not related to 
other clusters
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Explore the relationships between words

https://www.twin
word.com/ideas/
graph/

https://www.twinword.com/ideas/graph/
https://www.twinword.com/ideas/graph/
https://www.twinword.com/ideas/graph/
https://www.twinword.com/ideas/graph/


The point…
- Each cluster has a boundary
- Each boundary has been defined by us
- Boundaries can change. But…how?

- Context (restaurant versus school cafeteria)
- Location (school versus home)
- Culture (Korea versus US)
- Trends (1990 versus 2023)
- Audience (middle schooler versus old timer)

- [Fun fact: this is how algorithms are made!]
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Break Time! :D
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Going deeper…
[some] techniques to 
train a model

- Cluster analysis
- Keyword extraction 
- Sentiment analysis
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[some] uses of the models 
we trained

- Make Word 
Predictions to 
Generate Text 
Responses (ChatGPT; 
autocomplete)

- Determine Meanings 
of Text (language 
translation)

is used to



How does autocomplete work for Krista?
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How does autocomplete work for Sara?
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How does autocomplete work for Haesol?
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What’s the algorithm paying attention 
to?

- Google profile
- Social media activity
- Recent searches 
- Search history
- Location / zip code
- Date / time
- Other immediate searches in your proximity
- Browser cookies
- Other….?
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Language Translation
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What can go wrong?
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Bias in AI systems can happen…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2mRoFNm22g


Break Time! :D
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Keyword Extraction & Sentiment 
Analysis

What is keyword extraction?

● Keywords extraction: finding 

important words in a text that 

helps to identify main topic and 

themes.

● Sentiment analysis: NLP can help 

computers understand how people 

are feeling.
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Sentiment Analysis
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Another word about ethics..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJQSyzBUAew


Let’s explore NLP techniques!



Let’s Explore Keyword Extraction
https://app.nlp4science.com/

bit.ly/nlp4science

https://app.nlp4science.com/
https://app.nlp4science.com/


Step 1 - Register



Step 2 - Download demo dataset

Home

Click here to download demo datasets



Step 2 - Download demo dataset
Ocean Turtle Dataset



Step 3 - Keyword extraction



Step 4 - Batch classify

Click “Batch Classify” and then 

upload the turtle dataset. 



Step 4 - Batch classify
Click “Classify”

Check “Use this column”



Step 5 - check the results 



Let’s Explore Sentiment Analysis



Click



Click “Batch Classify” and then 

upload the turtle dataset. 



Click “Classify”

Check “Use this 

column”



results 



results 



NLP or NotLP?

- You enter your password into a dialog box by speaking instead of typing
- You ask the virtual assistant (Siri) to find the closest gas station
- When you say, “Alexa, vacuum the living room,” the Roomba in your home does 

so
- Your phone message app auto-completes words as you are typing
- Your phone uses Face ID recognition to unlock 
- You regularly use a dictionary and thesaurus application when you are writing
- You ask the virtual assistant on your phone if you should wear a jacket today, 

and the response is, “Yes, and don’t forget your umbrella”
- A smart car will avoid hitting an object 
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NLP

keyword extraction
sentiment analysis
cluster analysis
text classification
algorithmic bias
data
human language
context 
predictions
meaning
inference
autocomplete
algorithm 
confidence
text



Lunch Time! :D
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NLP for Science

• https://app.nlp4science.com/

https://app.nlp4science.com/
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